1. Introduction {#sec0001}
===============

Neurocognitive impairment is a common complication of hepatitis B virus (HBV)-related cirrhosis (HBV-RC) ([@bib0020]). The most serious neuropsychiatric complication of decompensated HBV-RC is hepatic encephalopathy (HE), which is characterized by a wide spectrum of clinical manifestations, ranging from a subtle impairment in mental state to an induced coma ([@bib0011]; [@bib0020]; [@bib0039]). Minimal HE (MHE) is the mildest form of HE. MHE never presents with any obvious signs or symptoms of clinically overt HE but can be identified with neuropsychological or neurophysiological tests ([@bib0011]). However, the diagnostic criterion for MHE has only recently been standardized. MHE has drawn considerable attention in recent years because it is associated with a compromised quality of life ([@bib0017]), deterioration in daily functioning ([@bib0031]), increased risk of falling and traffic accidents ([@bib0003]; [@bib0017]), as well as a higher risk of progression to overt HE in cirrhotic patients ([@bib0041]). Reportedly, 20%--80% of cirrhotic patients with no MHE (NMHE) eventually develop MHE ([@bib0031]; [@bib0039]). This suggests that there is a specific relationship between NMHE cirrhotic patients and MHE cirrhotic patients, even though the relationship between these two processes and the progression from NHME to MHE are not well-understood.

In the past several years, MHE-related brain abnormalities have been extensively investigated using functional and structural magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). Altered brain functional connectivity (FC) detected by resting-state functional MRI (rsfMRI) has been considered to be an important mechanism in the development from NMHE to MHE ([@bib0045]). Several studies have revealed that MHE-related progression is not only associated with the functional disconnections among a series of brain areas distributed in bilateral hemispheres ([@bib0038]), but is also related to abnormal functional integration of multiple specific sub-networks---such as the dorsal attention network, default-mode network (DMN), salience network, auditory network, and visual network ([@bib0005]; [@bib0007]; [@bib0023],[@bib0025])---and even whole-brain functional networks ([@bib0024]; [@bib0043]). For example, by employing rsfMRI and graph-theoretical approaches, Zhang et al. found disrupted whole-brain FC and abnormal small-world properties in cirrhotic patients, and reorganization of brain networks occurred during disease progression from NMHE to MHE ([@bib0043]). Thus, these studies demonstrate that the progression to MHE may arise from disturbed connectivities among a series of brain regions across the entire brain rather than via segregated regional brain abnormalities. Additionally, MRI-based brain structural studies, such as those using diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) and voxel-based morphometry (VBM), have provided robust evidence for macroscopic white matter (WM) atrophy and disrupted microstructural integrity of WM in the corpus callosum (CC) and bilateral hemispheres during the progression of MHE. For instance, using a combination of VBM and DTI, Chen et al. ([@bib0008]) showed consistent widespread WM abnormalities---especially in the CC and bilateral WM regions---and portions of these abnormalities were symmetric in patients with HBV-RC without overt HE. Moreover, changes in the CC and multiple brain regions of the bilateral hemispheres were correlated with poor neurocognitive performance. In another study by Chen et al. ([@bib0006]), a Bayesian machine-learning method was used to analyze DTI data from cirrhotic patients and revealed increased mean diffusivity (MD) and decreased fractional anistrophy (FA) which were predominantly located in the bilateral frontal lobes, CC, and parietal lobes---that consistently differentiated MHE patients from NMHE patients. Taken together, these findings suggest that cirrhotic brains may suffer from aberrant functional and structural connections between bilateral hemispheres during the progression from NMHE to MHE.

Interhemispheric homotopic FC is regarded as one of the most salient features of the brain\'s intrinsic functional infrastructure ([@bib0037]), which likely reflects the importance of interhemispheric communication to integrate neural circuits underlying coherent cognition and behavior. Voxel-mirrored homotopic connectivity (VMHC) is a novel approach that can be used to investigate interhemispheric FC in a voxel-wise manner ([@bib0046]). VMHC has been widely used to identify aberrant inter-hemispheric FC in various neuropsychological disorders ([@bib0028]; [@bib0035]). As the largest WM structure connecting cortical regions of both hemispheres, the CC is crucial for structural interactions between bilateral hemispheres in the human brain ([@bib0016]). Disrupted CC integrity and/or morphologic changes of the CC may influence interhemispheric structural communications ([@bib0028]). Thus, identifying specific patterns of inter-hemispheric functional and structural dysconnectivity in cirrhotic patients may help to further elucidate the neural mechanisms of MHE-related progression. However, to the best of our knowledge, only one previous study detected interhemispheric interactions in cirrhotic patients via a combination of VMHC and DTI methods ([@bib0007]). In this study, Chen et al. found that---compared with data from healthy controls (HCs)---there was aberrant VMHC in multiple brain regions in MHE patients that was associated with WM structural impairment in the CC ([@bib0007]). Although aberrant interhemispheric coordination in MHE patients was documented in this study, cirrhotic patients at the NMHE intermediate state were not included. Hence, it remains unclear whether interhemispheric dysconnectivity is linked to the progression from NMHE to MHE.

In the present study, we combined rsfMRI, high-resolution structural MRI, and psychometric hepatic encephalopathy scores (PHES) to investigate interhemispheric homotopic FC, integrity of the CC and its subregions, and neurocognitive function in NMHE patients, MHE patients, and HCs. Based on previous findings of both structural and functional disconnections during the progression of MHE, we hypothesized the following: (1) compared with HCs, patients with NMHE and MHE have impaired interhemispheric coordination (CC morphometric abnormalities and interhemispheric functional disconnection); (2) in cirrhotic patients, impaired interhemispheric coordination contributes to the development of MHE; and (3) these changes in interhemispheric coordination correlate with PHES and may serve as valuable neuroimaging markers for the diagnosis of MHE.

2. Materials and methods {#sec0002}
========================

This study was approved by the local Research Ethics Committee, and written informed consent was obtained from each subject prior to the study. A total of 31 cirrhotic patients (26 male; 45.45 ± 10.14 years old; age range, 27--67 years old) were enrolled in this study. Inclusion criteria were as follows: clinically proven cirrhosis via biopsy or on the basis of case history, clinical examination, and biochemical/imaging findings; 18--70 years old; no current or previous symptoms of overt HE; and no MRI contraindications. Patients were excluded if they exhibited any of the following: other neuropsychiatric disorders; uncontrolled endocrine or metabolic diseases; other types of viral hepatitis; positive human immunodeficiency virus status; prior substantial head trauma; left-handedness; bad vision; history of substance or alcohol abuse; or were taking psychotropic medications. All patients underwent a detailed clinical examination. The severity of liver disease was determined according to the Child-Pugh score.

For comparison, 37 HCs (29 male; 45.70 ± 9.249 years old; age range, 30--63 years old)---who were frequency matched to the included cirrhotic patients in terms of age, gender, and education---were recruited through advertising within the community. No HCs had any liver diseases or other systemic diseases. Other exclusion criteria were the same as those applied to cirrhotic patients. Each healthy subject underwent neuropsychological testing prior to the MRI scan on the same day, but no laboratory tests were performed.

3. Neurocognitive tests and MHE diagnosis {#sec0003}
=========================================

The PHES, including five subtests---number connection test A (NCT-A, in seconds), number connection test B (DST, in numbers), digit symbol test (DST, in numbers), serial dotting test (SDT, in seconds), and line tracing test (LTT, measured as the sum of time taken in seconds and the number of errors)---has been recommended by guidelines to evaluate the degree of neurocognitive impairment and to identify MHE in cirrhotic patients ([@bib0030]). As some of the subjects were not familiar with the English alphabet, the characters in the NCT-B were replaced with Chinese characters in the same order ([@bib0019]). The methodology of how to calculate PHES values has been documented in detail elsewhere ([@bib0001]; [@bib0019]). In brief, five regression formulas for predicting results from age and education year constructed using data from 133 healthy subjects in a previous study ([@bib0019]) were used to predict the expected results of the five neuropsychological tests. For each PHES subset, the difference between the recorded and predicted values was divided by the standard deviation (SD) as follows: a recorded result of ≥ 1 SD above the predicted value was scored as +1; results of 1 SD and 2 SDs below the predicted value were scored as −1 and −2, respectively; and a result equal to or below −3 SDs was scored as −3. The final PHES values were calculated as the sum of the scores from the five tests and ranged between +5 and −15. All participants in the present study completed the PHES test battery after an appropriate demonstration and explanation. According to previous studies ([@bib0001]; [@bib0038]), cirrhotic patients with a PHES score ≤ 4 points were considered to have MHE, whereas patients having a PHES score \> 4 points were classified as having NMHE.

4. MRI data acquisition {#sec0004}
=======================

All imaging data were acquired using a 1.5-T MR scanner with a 16-channel neurovascular coil (AchievaNovaDual; Philips Medical Systems, Best, Netherlands). Participants were instructed to remain still with their eyes closed, to not think of anything in particular, and to remain awake during the scanning. Foam padding was used to reduce head motion. Conventional MR imaging sequences, including T1-weighted images \[repetition time (TR) = 600 ms, echo time (TE) = 29 ms\] and T2-FLAIR images \[TR = 6000 ms, TE = 120 ms, and inversion time (TI) = 2000 ms\], were used to detect intracranial lesions. Then, an rsfMRI scan with an echo-planar imaging (EPI) sequence and a high-resolution structural MRI scan with a fast field echo (FFE) three-dimensional T1 weighted (3D-T1WI) sequence were sequentially conducted. The imaging parameters were as follows: (1) RsfMRI: TR/TE = 3,000/50 ms, flip angle = 90°, thickness/gap = 4.5/0 mm, acquisition matrix = 64 × 64, field of view (FOV) = 230 × 230 mm^2^, 33 axial slices, and 160 time points (8 min); and (2) 3D-T1WI: TR/TE = 25/4.1 ms, flip angle = 30°, acquisition matrix = 231 × 232, FOV = 230 × 230 mm^2^, and 160 sagittal slices with no inter-slice gap. For the rsfMRI scan, subjects were instructed to remain still with their eyes closed, to not think of anything in particular, and to remain awake during the scanning. A simple questionnaire was administered immediately after the MRI scan to check for the degree of collaboration.

5. Data Preprocessing {#sec0005}
=====================

5.1. RsfMRI data preprocessing {#sec0006}
------------------------------

RsfMRI data preprocessing was performed using the Data Processing & Analysis of Brain Imaging (DPABI_V3.0_171210, <http://rfmri.org/DPABI>) based on statistical parametric mapping (SPM8, <http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm>), following previous approaches ([@bib0004]; [@bib0027]; [@bib0028]). Refer to the Supplementary Methods for further details.

After quality control, all subjects had minimum absolute translation and rotation (not exceeding 1.5 mm or 1.5°, respectively). Furthermore, the individual mean framewise displacement (FD) was calculated by averaging the relative displacement from every time point for each subject and including it as a covariate in statistical analyses.

5.2. VMHC calculations {#sec0007}
----------------------

We computed the subject-level VMHC using DPABI software according to a previous approach ([@bib0046]). Global differences in VMHC were examined across the whole brain. For each subject, the homotopic FC was computed as the Pearson\'s correlation coefficient between each voxel\'s residual time series and that of its symmetrical inter-hemispheric counterpart. Then, correlation values were transformed using Fisher\'s z scores. The resulting subject-specific VMHC z-score maps were used for subsequent group-level analyses.

5.3. CC volumetric calculations {#sec0008}
-------------------------------

The volumes of the CC and its sub-regions were calculated using the FreeSurfer software package (<http://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu/>,version6.0) according to a previous approach ([@bib0027]; [@bib0028]). The FreeSurfer-based automated procedures for subcortical volumetric measurements of different brain structures have been described elsewhere ([@bib0013]; [@bib0027]). The volume of each brain structure was then calculated by summing all voxels within the structure. Specifically, the CC was automatically identified and segmented into five sections using FreeSurfer, with each section encompassing 20% of the anterior-posterior distance through the CC that broadly corresponded to functional subdivisions, including anterior (CC1), mid-anterior (CC2), middle (CC3), mid-posterior (CC4), and posterior portions (CC5) (Supplementary Fig. 1). The total CC volume was calculated as the sum of the five CC subdivisions. To reduce the influence of individual variations in the CC value, the normalized CC volume (and those of its sub-regions) was derived through dividing the raw volume by the whole brain volume. All images were visually inspected to ensure accuracy of registration, skull stripping, segmentation, and cortical surface reconstruction.

6. Statistical analysis {#sec0009}
=======================

6.1. Group differences {#sec0010}
----------------------

A one-way ANOVA was employed to detect significant differences in continuous variables, such as demographic data, and motion parameters. Analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) was used to detect differences in whole-brain VMHC and CC volume (as well as its subfields), while controlling for age, gender and education. A Chi-square test was used to determine any differences among the groups in terms of gender. A Kruskal-Wallis test was used to determine differences in PHES among the groups. A Fisher\'s least-significant difference (LSD) test was used to perform *post-hoc* multiple comparisons (for CC and its subfields, prior to *post-hoc* LSD tests, Bonferroni corrections were applied for multiple comparisons). Two sample t-tests were used to detect significant differences in clinical data between MHE and NMHE groups for normally distributed variables. Mann-Whitney U tests were used to detect significant differences in clinical data between MHE and NMHE groups for non-normally distributed variables. A *P* \< 0.05 (two-tailed) was considered to be statistically significant. All statistical analyses were performed using SPSS 23.0 software.

Whole-brain voxel-wise ANCOVA analysis on subject-specific VMHC maps was performed to determine differences in VMHC among the three groups. Subsequently, *post-hoc* t tests were used to examine between-group differences within significant regions detected by ANCOVA, while eliminating the effects of age, gender, education, and head motion by regression. The results were reported at the significant level of a threshold of two-tailed voxel-wise *P* \< 0.01 and cluster level *P* \< 0.05 with Gaussian Random Field (GRF) correction, with a gray matter mask produced by the group-level symmetrical template average across all subjects.

6.2. Associations between inter-hemispheric connectivity and PHES {#sec0011}
-----------------------------------------------------------------

Correlation analyses were performed between brain measures and PHES in SPSS to investigate the association between brain inter-hemispheric coherence (VMHC and CC volume) and neuropsychological performance in all cirrhotic patients (NMHE and MHE). First, for each cirrhotic patient, the mean VMHC values of regions that differed significantly among the three groups (ANCOVA results) were extracted separately using REST (<http://resting-fmri.sourceforge.net>). Then, spearman correlation analyses were performed between PHES and the four CC volumetric indices and mean VMHC values of each region. A *P* \< 0.05 after Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons (corresponding to 4 CC volumes and 5 VMHC regions) was considered statistically significant. In addition, the associations between inter-hemispheric connectivity and the different components of the PHES \[the number connection test A (NCT-A, in seconds) and B (NCT-B, in seconds), the digit symbol test (DST, in numbers), the serial dotting test (SDT, in seconds) and the line tracing test (LTT--time taken in seconds and the number of errors)\] were also investigated.

6.3. Mediation analysis of VMHC, CC volume, and PHES {#sec0012}
----------------------------------------------------

To investigate whether the influence of the reduced volume in CC on neurocognitive impairment was mediated by VMHC in the cirrhotic groups, a mediation analysis (SPSS)---with total CC volume as the independent variable, PHES as dependent variables, and mean VMHC as the mediator---was performed.

6.4. Receiver operator characteristic (ROC) analysis {#sec0013}
----------------------------------------------------

Multivariate logistic regression and ROC analysis were used to evaluate the ability of brain inter-hemispheric measures showing significant differences in the ANCOVA analysis (total CC volume and mean VMHC values, alone or combined) to distinguish MHE patients from NMHE patients, and the threshold was set at a significance level of P\<0.05.

7. Results {#sec0014}
==========

7.1. Demographics and clinical characteristics {#sec0015}
----------------------------------------------

There were no group differences in age, gender, or formal years of education ([Table 1](#tbl0001){ref-type="table"}). Group differences in PHES were observed; cirrhotic NMHE patients had significantly worse PHES scores compared with those of HCs, but had better PHES scores compared with those of MHE cirrhotic patients ([Table 1](#tbl0001){ref-type="table"}). Group differences in mean grey-matter-based VMHC were also observed; cirrhotic MHE patients had significantly lower VMHC compared with those of NMHE patients and HCs, whereas there no differences were detected between the VMHC of NMHE patients and HCs ([Table 1](#tbl0001){ref-type="table"}).Table 1Demographic, neuropsychological, and neuroimaging characteristics of HCs and cirrhotic patients.Table 1HCs (*n* = 37)NMHE (*n* = 17)MHE (*n* = 14)*P* valueAge (year)45.70±9.24943.12±8.94348.29±11.090.331Sex (Male/Female)29/814/312/20.825Education level (year)11.11±2.87510.71±3.2169.07±3.7310.126Child--Pugh stage (A/B/C)NA11/5/15/5/40.205Albumin (mg/dl)NA37.04±6.15932.17±6.0460.036Total bilirubin (mg/dl)NA64.94±9.99860.24±12.1610.247Prothrombin time (s)NA15.92±1.96317.19±3.2970.194PHES (−15--5)^a^0(-3--2)-1(-3--1)-5.5(-4---11)\<0.001^\*,†,\#^Whole-brain VMHC^b^0.451±0.0130.414±0.0200.351±0.0220.007^\*,\#^Head motion^c^0.083±0.0410.096±0.0470.084±0.0690.675[^2]

*Disruption of inter-hemispheric homotopic FC in cirrhotic MHE patients and, to a lesser extent, in NMHE cirrhotic patients*

Compared with that of HCs, MHE patients had lower inter-hemispheric homotopic FC between the bilateral inferior parietal lobe (IPL), superior temporal gyrus (STG), precentral gyrus (PreCG) extending to the bilateral posterior central gyrus (PoCG), cuneus (CUN) extending to the bilateral lingual gyrus (LING), middle occipital gyrus (MOG), and middle temporal gyrus (MTG; [Fig. 1](#fig0001){ref-type="fig"} and [Table 2](#tbl0002){ref-type="table"}). Compared with that of cirrhotic NMHE patients, MHE patients had a lower inter-hemispheric homotopic FC in similar but less widespread regions, including the bilateral MOG, LING, PreCG, and CUN. Cirrhotic NMHE patients had lower inter-hemispheric homotopic FC between the bilateral MTG and CUN compared with that of HCs ([Fig. 1](#fig0001){ref-type="fig"}).Fig 1**Reduced inter-hemispheric homotopic FC in NMHE and MHE patients. A.** After controlling for age, sex, education, and head motion, the three groups showed significant differences in voxel-mirrored homotopic connectivity (VMHC; significant regions highlighted in orange color) in the bilateral inferior parietal lobe (IPL), superior temporal gyrus (STG), precentral gyrus (PreCG) extending to the bilateral posterior central gyrus (PoCG), the bilateral cuneus (CUN) extending to the bilateral lingual gyrus (LING), middle occipital gyrus (MOG), and middle temporal gyrus (MTG) using ANCOVA (color bar represents F-values). **B.** The NMHE group had lower VMHC between the bilateral MTG and CUN compared with that in the healthy control (HC) group (regions highlighted in blue color). **C.** Compared with that of the NMHE group, MHE patients had a lower VMHC in similar but more widespread regions, including the bilateral MOG, LING, PreCG, and CUN. **D.** Compared with that of the HC group, the MHE group had decreased VMHC in more widespread brain regions, which were similar to the regions revealed in ANCOVA results. The blue color bars indicate t-values of each comparison. Statistical significance was set at a height threshold of P \< 0.01 and cluster threshold of P \< 0.05 with gaussian random field (GRF) correction. Abbreviations: ANCOVA, analysis of covariance; MHE, minimal hepatic encephalopathy; NMHE, none minimal hepatic encephalopathy; HC, healthy control.Fig 1Table 2**Group differences in the inter-hemispheric FC between HCs, NMHE patients, and MHE patients.** Statistical significance was set at a height threshold of P \< 0.01 and cluster threshold of p\<0.05 with GRF correction.Table 2RegionsBAMNI CoordinatesPeak t-scoreCluster size (mm ^3)^XYZANCOVACUN/PCUN/CAL/MOG/ LING/MTG/PCC/MFG/STG6,7,17,18,19,31,399-903021.387556862STG/MTG21,2257-12312.62882025PreCG/PoCG654-93611.7124131SPL/IPL5,7,4021-66609.47451701NMHE \< HCSTG/MTG21,2266-549-3.44371674CUN/PCUN18,3115-7821-3.5854050MHE \< HCCUN/PCUN/MOG/MTG/ PCC/MFG6,7,18,19,319-9030-7.248955836STG/MTG21,2257-123-4.90591863PreCG/PoCG3,4,639-2139-4.63874077IPL/SPL/PoCG5,7,4021-6660-4.22551674MHE \< NMHELING/FG18,1918-27-21-4.73361350MOG/MTG/IOG18,1939-900-4.49873888CUN/LING/PCC17,18,3012-540-3.97513024CUN/SOG/PCUN/MOG7,18,19,316-3924-4.64555346PreCG/PoCG4,657-936-3.88931323[^3]

7.2. Selective atrophy of the CC in MHE, but not NMHE, cirrhotic patients {#sec0016}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

The MHE group had a smaller total CC---mainly in the mid-anterior, central, and mid-posterior parts---compared with those of both NMHE patients and HCs. In contrast, cirrhotic NMHE patients did not have any CC subfield atrophy when compared with that of HCs ([Fig. 2](#fig0002){ref-type="fig"} and Supplementary Table 1).Fig 2**Degeneration of the corpus callosum and its sub-regions in NMHE and MHE patients.** (**A**) After controlling for age, sex, and education, MHE patients had a smaller normalized total CC volume compared with that of NMHE patients and HCs. **(B)** After controlling for age and sex, the MHE group had significantly smaller normalized volumes in the CC2, CC3, and CC4 subregions of the CC compared with those of the HC and NMHE groups. The NMHE group did exhibit any CC subfield atrophy when compared with that of the HC group. Note that '\*' indicates the significance level of uncorrected P \< 0.05, whereas '\*\*' indicates the significance level of P \< 0.05 (corrected for multiple comparisons). Abbreviations: MHE, minimal hepatic encephalopathy; NMHE, none minimal hepatic encephalopathy; HC, healthy control; CC1, anterior CC; CC2, mid-anterior CC; CC3, Central CC; CC4, mid-posterior CC; CC5, Posterior CC.Fig 2

7.3. Interhemispheric homotopic FC and CC sub-region volumes correlate with results of neuropsychological tests in all cirrhotic patients (NMHE and MHE) {#sec0017}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The mean VMHC values of all of the clusters that showed significant differences by ANCOVA had significant positive correlations with the performance of PHES in all cirrhotic patients (r = 0.504, *P* = 0.004; [Fig. 3](#fig0003){ref-type="fig"}). The normalized total CC volumes had significant positive correlations with the performance of PHES in all cirrhotic patients (r = 0.517, *P* = 0.003; [Fig. 3](#fig0003){ref-type="fig"}). The mean VMHC of each single significant region (bilateral CUN, bilateral PreCG, bilateral IPL, and bilateral STG) revealed by ANCOVA and the CC3 subfield also had significant positive correlations with the performance of PHES in all cirrhotic patients ([Fig. 3](#fig0003){ref-type="fig"}). We also found inter-hemispheric connectivity correlated with sub-components of the PHES (NCT-A, NCT-B, DST, SDT, and LTT) in all cirrhotic patients (supplementary materials table 3).Fig 3**Associations between inter-hemispheric connectivity and PHES. (A, B)** The normalized total CC volume and normalized CC3 volume had significant positive correlations with PHES performance in all cirrhotic patients (NMHE and MHE). **(C)** The mean VMHC values of the significantly different regions revealed by ANCOVA had significant positive correlations with PHES performance in all cirrhotic patients (NMHE and MHE). **(D--F)** The mean VMHC of each single region (bilateral CUN, bilateral PreCG, and bilateral SPL) revealed by ANCOVA also had significant positive correlations with the PHES performance in all cirrhotic patients (NMHE and MHE). Abbreviations: CC, corpus callosum; CUN, cuneus; MHE, minimal hepatic encephalopathy; NMHE, none minimal hepatic encephalopathy; PHES, psychometric hepatic encephalopathy score; PreCG, precentral gyrus; SPL, superior parietal lobule; VMHC, voxel-mirrored homotopic connectivity.Fig 3

7.4. The impact of CC atrophy on PHES performance is partly mediated by inter-hemispheric FC {#sec0018}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The total CC volume was associated with PHES performance in all cirrhotic patients. Furthermore, we found inter-hemispheric FC partially (29.2%) mediated the association between total CC and PHES performance in all cirrhotic patients ([Fig. 4](#fig0004){ref-type="fig"}).Fig 4**Inter-hemispheric homotopic FC mediates the association of CC degeneration and neurocognitive impairment (PHES performance) in all cirrhotic patients (NMHE and MHE).** Regions in which inter-hemispheric homotopic functional connectivity (i.e., VMHC) was related to total CC mediated the impact of total CC degeneration on PHES performance in both NMHE and MHE patients. In the images, "c" denotes the total effect of CC volume on PHES performance; "c'" denotes the direct effect of CC volume on PHES performance (not through inter-hemispheric homotopic functional connectivity); and "c-c'" denotes the indirect effect (mediated effect, through inter-hemispheric homotopic functional connectivity), a denotes coefficient of total CC volume on mean VMHC, while b denotes coefficient of mean VMHC on PHES performances. Note that '\*' denotes a significance level of P \< 0.05. Abbreviations: CC, corpus callosum; MHE, minimal hepatic encephalopathy; NMHE, none minimal hepatic encephalopathy; PHES, psychometric hepatic encephalopathy score; VMHC, voxel-mirrored homotopic connectivity.Fig 4

7.5. Classification of MHE in HBV-RC patients using brain inter-hemispheric measures {#sec0019}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

According to logistic regression models, the ROC curves for mean VMHC (revealed as having group differences in the ANCOVA) and total CC volume, as well as for combined models, were qualified to determine the efficacies of classification ([Fig. 5](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"}; Supplementary Table 2). Multivariate regression analysis showed that the logistic regression model combining the two imaging measurements had the highest diagnostic efficiency---based on the area under the curve (AUC) score of the ROC curves (AUC = 0.908, *P* \< 0.001)---in distinguishing MHE patients from NMHE patients.Fig 5**Individual and combined ROC curves for mean VMHC and normalized total CC for determining efficacies in differentiating NMHE and MHE patients.** Multivariate regression analysis showed that the logistic regression model combining the two imaging measurements had the highest diagnostic efficiency based on the AUC score of the ROC curves (AUC = 0.908, P \< 0.001) in terms of differentiating NMHE and MHE patients. Abbreviations: AUC, area under the curve; CC, corpus callosum; MHE, minimal hepatic encephalopathy; NMHE, none minimal hepatic encephalopathy; ROC, receiver operating characteristic curve; VMHC, voxel-mirrored homotopic connectivity.Fig 5

8. Discussion {#sec0020}
=============

In the present study, we provided the first-ever examination of inter-hemispheric coordination in both NMHE and MHE HBV-RC patients via a combination of VMHC and CC-segmentation methods. Our findings confirmed that attenuated VMHC was already present in NMHE HBV-RC patients, although no CC degeneration was detected. However, at a later disease stage, MHE HBV-RC patients had more severe inter-hemispheric homotopic functional dysconnectivity and also exhibited CC degeneration (especially in the middle-posterior CC). Interestingly, a reduced VMHC and smaller total CC volume related to PHES performance in all cirrhotic patients. Furthermore, impairment of inter-hemispheric homotopic FC partly (29.2%) mediated the effects of total CC volume on PHES performance in all cirrhotic patients. Moreover, a combination of interhemispheric homotopic FC and CC volume yielded a higher diagnostic value for distinguishing between MHE and NMHE patients when compared with either homotopic FC or CC alone.

The present findings confirmed that MHE is a neurological disease related to disrupted brain connectivity ([@bib0007]; [@bib0023]; [@bib0042]; [@bib0044]). Moreover, our findings extend this view to the earlier stages of HBV-RC, in NMHE cirrhotic patients. The present findings provide novel insight into the impact of inter-hemispheric coordination on the PHES performance of both NMHE and MHE HBV-RC patients, which may be used to distinguish between MHE and NMHE patients.

Our present study replicates previous results that have shown that inter-hemispheric coordination is compromised in MHE patients. For example, Chen and colleagues found that MHE patients had lower VMHC among bilateral IPL, PoCG, LING, and MOG regions compared with that of normal controls ([@bib0007]). Our present study yielded nearly the exact same findings in MHE patients, while the previous study also revealed that the bilateral medial frontal gyrus (MFG), anterior cingulate cortex (ACC), and superior frontal gyrus (SFG) had attenuated FC ([@bib0007]). In addition, the same group also found macroscopic atrophy and impairment of microstructural integrity of the CC in MHE patients ([@bib0007]; [@bib0008]). Another study revealed, via whole-brain VBM analysis, that MHE patients had selective CC atrophy of the middle to posterior regions, although their MHE patients were mixed with alcohol-related cirrhotic patients ([@bib0026]). Similarly, we found that MHE patients had attenuated VMHC among bilateral CUN, PoCG, IPL, and STG regions and atrophy of the CC (particularly in middle to posterior regions). Moreover, we extend such findings to the disease\'s earlier stage, in cirrhotic NMHE patients, although a less severe phenotype was detected (only inter-hemispheric dysfunction, but no volumetric CC abnormalities). Our novel findings suggest that hepatic cirrhosis involves a continuous and progressive increase in inter-hemispheric dysfunction. Since we show that VMHC revealed abnormal inter-hemispheric homotopic FC at the early stage of disease initiation, which deteriorated as the disease progressed, VMHC may represent a sensitive and objective biomarker for tracking disease progression in HBV-RC patients. Of note, we did not detect CC degeneration in NMHE cirrhotic patients. Although inter-hemispheric functional dysconnectivity already existed, it is reasonable to assume that initial inter-hemispheric FC abnormalities would precede structural abnormalities, suggesting that these imaging phenotypes may be indicative of distinct stages of cirrhotic-related brain damage.

Bilateral CUN and MTG homotopic functional connectivity was already compromised in NMHE HBV-RC patients, and such disconnection spread at the MHE stage to the bilateral LING, MOG, MTG, IPL, PreCG, and STG. Visual dysfunction---such as the deficits in visual judgment, visual memory, and visuomotor coordination---is an important and early detectable characteristic of cirrhotic patients without HE ([@bib0033]). As such, it is not surprising that the FC between the bilateral CUN (extending to bilateral LING, MOG, and MTG) and bilateral MTG was compromised in NMHE HBV-RC cirrhotic patients, given that all the above regions are intimately involved in visual information processing ([@bib0018]; [@bib0040]) and modulation of top-down visuospatial selective attention ([@bib0015]).

At the MHE stage, the brain regions with compromised FC extended to the PreCG and STG. The PreCG \[M1, broadman area (BA) 4 and 6\] is intimately involved in motor control and response selection ([@bib0012]), while the STG (BA22) is involved in the processing of speech ([@bib0022]). Hence, our results showing a dysfunction in the PreCG and STG are consistent with findings from previous studies that demonstrated the existence of delayed premotor response selection ([@bib0034]) and speech impairment ([@bib0002]) in MHE patients. Moreover, our differential findings between NMHE and MHE patients indicate that, compared with motor- and speech-related cortices, visual-related cortices may be compromised earlier in hepatic cirrhotic patients. However, the temporal dynamics of region-specific neural deficits require validation in future longitudinal studies.

Interestingly, regional inter-hemispheric homotopic functional dysconnectivity (between the bilateral CUN and MTG) alone may not result in severe PHES abnormalities, which may be due to a reserve capacity elsewhere in the brain ([@bib0014]). Disruption of inter-hemispheric homotopic FC accompanied with CC atrophy would largely disrupt large-scale network interactions and therefore lead to PHES abnormalities in HBV-RC patients ([@bib0005]; [@bib0044]). Further analysis in the present study revealed that impairment of interhemispheric homotopic FC partially (29.2%) mediated the effects of CC atrophy on PHES performance in HBV-RC patients. This finding supports general knowledge that neural fibers can influence cognition through neurons, which are the basic structural and functional units of the nervous system. However, our results also suggested that the CC influences cognition through mechanisms that were not quantified by the measurements used here because interhemispheric function only partly mediated such effects (29.2%). Other abnormalities in intra-hemispheric or inter-hemispheric heterotopic FC (interhemispheric connections between heterotopic regions) and network architecture might be associated with CC degeneration, which in turn may exert additional impact on PHES performance ([@bib0021]; [@bib0032]; [@bib0036]). Taken together, these findings highlight the importance of structural and functional inter-hemispheric coherence in PHES performance.

In order to overcome the limitations of a single imaging mode, we developed a formula to calculate a combined index for differentiating NMHE and MHE patients. Our combined index was calculated by combining VMHC with CC volumetric data. Our findings indicated that a combination of VMHC and total CC volume yielded the best discriminative value in differentiating NMHE and MHE patients, as compared with VMHC or CC volume alone, suggesting that simultaneous measurements of inter-hemispheric functional and structural connectivities can more comprehensively characterize MHE conditions. The improvement in discrimination power between NMHE and MHE patients may be derived from the fact that inter-hemispheric functional and structural connectivities are complementary and coordinating ([@bib0032]; [@bib0036]). Notably, the classification power of the combination of inter-hemispheric functional and structural connectivities should be validated in another independent data in future.

The present study had several limitations. The two primary limitations included the relatively small sample size of the study which limited the statistical power and the relatively low magnetic field strength (1.5 Tesla) of the scanner which had lower signal-to-noise ratio when compared 3.0 Tesla. Future studies with large sample size and higher magnetic field strength (3.0 Tesla or even 7 Tesla) are needed to verify our preliminary results. Second, as a cross-sectional study, we were able to observe abnormal VMHC and CC volumes and their relationship with PHES performance only at one time point in NMHE and MHE cirrhotic patients. As such, our study does not provide any direct evidence for the temporal dynamics or possible causal relationships among CC degeneration, inter-hemispheric functional disconnections, and PHES in disease progression. Future longitudinal studies will be needed to address such temporal dynamics and relationships. Third, as there are no obvious anatomical landmarks to clearly define how to subdivide the CC, we used FreeSurfer to equally subdivide the CC. The main disadvantage of this method was that neither distinct fiber compositions nor fiber connections were accurately reflected in these subregions. Fourth, Although we combined two imaging modes in present study, we only focused on inter-hemispheric functional and structural alterations during the progression of NMHE to MHE, other measurement indices (such as network-related connectivity analysis, and local connectivity metrics, as well as VBM analysis) should be investigated to fully understand the progression of NMHE to MHE in future study. Finally, HBV-related cirrhotic patients, even without MHE, had reduced VMHC, however, whether the aberrant VMHC related to the HBV or cirrhotic is still an open question, further study with detail design is needed to elucidate it.

9. Conclusions {#sec0021}
==============

In sum, to our knowledge, this is the first study to demonstrate associations between inter-hemispheric functional and structural coordination, as well as their relationships with PHES performance, in both NMHE and MHE HBV-RC patients. We found that homotopic inter-hemispheric FC disruption already existed in NMHE cirrhotic patients, although no CC atrophy was yet detected. At the MHE stage, patients had more severe homotopic inter-hemispheric FC impairment and initial CC degeneration, suggesting that there are temporal dynamics of inter-hemispheric functional and structural alterations in the disease progression of HBV-RC. Intriguingly, impairment of inter-hemispheric homotopic FC partially mediated the association between CC degeneration and PHES performance in cirrhotic patients. Moreover, a combination of aberrant VMHC and total CC volume yielded higher discriminative value in differentiating NMHE and MHE patients when compared with either alone.
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[^2]: Note: MHE, minimal hepatic encephalopathy; NMHE, patients without MHE; HCs, healthy controls; PHES, psychometric hepatic encephalopathy score; ANOVA, analysis of variance. The markers \*, †, and ^\#^ respectively indicate the significant difference in neurological performance between MHE and HC, NMHE and HC, and MHE and NMHE. ^a^ Indicates median and range. ^b^ We adjusted for age when performing group comparisons. ^c^ Head motion was indexed by mean framewise displacement (FD) derived with Jenkinson' s relative root mean square (RMS) algorithm.

[^3]: ***Abbreviations:****BA, Broadman area; ANCOVA, analysis of covariance; CAL, calcarine; CUN, cuneus; FG, Fusiform gyrus; HC, healthy control; IPL, inferior parietal lobe; LING, lingual gyrus; MFG, Middle frontal gyrus; MHE, minimal hepatic encephalopathy; MOG, middle occipital gyrus; MTG, middle temporal gyrus; NMHE, none minimal hepatic encephalopathy; PCUN, precuneus; PCC, posterior cingulate cortex; PoCG, posterior central gyrus; PreCG, precentral gyrus; SOG, Superior occipital gyrus; SPL, superior parietal lobule; STG, superior temporal gyrus.*
